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Age of Man



Diederik



Disappearing Differences



From Where did Life Begin



It's a Mad World



Let the Light Inside of You Grow



Look Through my Eyes



Surrender



War of the Worlds



We Were the First



The Gate Keepers of the Abyss



What Secrets do you Posses



Where the Forest Meets the Sea of Eternity



Who Left the Lights On



FLETCHER BAYLY was born in Australia in 1988. He has developed a very personal technique which
stems from relentless experimentation, stimulated and inspired by his mother’s artistically critical nature and
photographers such as Michael Kenna, David Burdeny, Josef Hoflehner and more recently Gregory Crewsdon.

The structures nature present to Fletcher, form the basis for the perfect image of nature Fletcher wants to share
with his viewers. It is an artistically manipulated image of nature at its most perfect. His manipulation of the image
continues in the editing, resulting in the very personal, mysterious, and sometimes almost unearth like images of
“his earth”. The results are a reflection of Fletcher’s journey through life and nature; personal discoveries and visions
that reflect the beauty of his subjects but also his never-ending desire to enter new territories, both artistically and
as a human being. The results are the very personal, mysterious, and almost unearth like images.

As the artist remarks on his work, “My sole objective as an artist is to make the viewer feel, experience and be
captivated by nature’s infinite, grand and masterfully created sculptures. My images are merely a portal to be present
and to see and experience this world as I do, through my eyes. The further we become detached from nature, the
stronger my need to investigate and explore the intimacy and overwhelmingly temporal, silencing power I experience,
whilst alone in nature. My passion is to capture these experiences, allowing the viewer to feel what I feel, to embrace
what I embrace and realize the need to relish and protect the enriched undoubtedly sheer beauty and essence of
our home, our planet, our very existence.”

He has presented his work in a number of solo exhibitions and group shows in Australia and Europe. His photographs
have been recognized with numerous awards by the AIPP.

All images are limited edition prints and are issued in the following dimensions and limited numbered editions 

110x147 cm, limited edition of 7 prints

82x110 cm, limted edition of 9 prints

60x80 cm, limited edition of 7 prints

Some images may have slightly different dimensions and/or editions.


